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The first full accouning of the role of gays and lesbians in Hollywood argues that 
homosexuals were in fact a protected class in the film industry who had considerable 
power to shape the art and business of movie-making.
If your last piece of golden-era Hollywood gossip is that Greta Garbo and Cecil Beaton 
kissed at a rooftop party, you need to steep yourself in William J. Mann's social history of 
gay Hollywood, a treasure trove of fresh anecdotes and observations of a period and 
place in which homosexuals enjoyed tremendous freedom and influence--within certain 
obvious limits. In choosing subjects for his study, Mann cast his net widely, hauling in a great 
number of uncelebrated but essential workers in the "queer" areas of the film industry--
mainly costume design and props, but also writing, directing and acting. This is not 
principally a look at famous figures, in other words, but at a subculture as a whole, in which 
Dorothy Arzner, George Cukor, and Charles Laughton are just part of larger circles of gay 
life and work. Certain to become essential to gay film studies, Behind the Scenes provides 
a rich, accessible history of pre-Stonewall Hollywood. --Regina MarlerWilliam J. Mann is the 
critically acclaimed author of Wisecracker: The Life and Times of William Haines, 
Hollywood's First Openly Gay Star, as well as The Biograph Girl and the novel The Men 
from the Boys. He is a contributor to Architectural Digest, The Boston Phoenix, and The 
Advocate.
Other Books
Historical Dictionary of the Lesbian and Gay Liberation Movements, Not so long ago hardly 
anything was said of the Lesbian Liberation Movement and the Gay Liberation Movement, 
indeed, the terms gay and lesbian were not even used if some other expression could be 
found. Today, by contrast, hardly a day passes when something important does not occur, 
and is carried by the major media and disseminated on more personal levels through 
blogs and the social media. If anything, there is perhaps too much “news” and not enough 
“information.” Obviously, a book like this cannot keep up with the news, but it can do 
something equally important when it comes to information, by reminding us of the past 
and what has been going and just how fast events are moving. The Historical Dictionary of 
the Lesbian and Gay Liberation Movements covers the history of this movement through a 
cross-referenced dictionary with over 1000 entries on specific countries and regions, 
influential historical figures, laws that criminalized same-sex sexuality, various historical terms 
that have been used to refer to aspects of same-sex love, and contemporary events and 
legal decisions. Including a comprehensive chronology and bibliography, this book is an 
excellent access point for students, researchers, and anyone interested in learning more 
about the struggle for equality.
�����. Cassell's Encyclopedia of Queer Myth, Symbol, and Spirit: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 
and Transgender Lore. London: Cassell, 1997. Curb, Rosemary, and Nancy Manahan, eds.  
Lesbian Nuns :  Breaking Silence . Tallahassee, Fla.: Naiad Press, 1985."
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